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AUTOMATE YOUR 
SERVICE NEEDS 

WITH AUTO-SHIP 
 

Generac Mobile’s Auto-shipping 
Program allows you to order bulk 

quantities of service parts and 
maintenance kits for delivery 

on a pre-defined schedule. 
This program is best suited for 

customers with maintenance 
contracts and very large 

consistent fleets, such as 
entertainment divisions and 

state/federal contracts.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Save time and money with Generac Mobile maintenance kits. Kits are 
ready to ship for fast and convenient ordering and delivery

Maintenance Kits: Generac Mobile maintenance kits include 
warranty-compliant fuel, air and oil filters needed for routine 
maintenance of your equipment.

 Belt and Hose Kits: Wear parts like belts and hoses should be replaced 
annually, or as part of a standard maintenance interval. Our convenient kits 
include all of the parts and hardware to get your equipment ready as part of 
pre-season preparation.

Bulk Fluids: Bulk quantities available of oil, coolant, heat transfer fluid (HTF) 
and diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). 

Bulk Batteries

MAINTENANCE



Load Banking 

When a generator is lightly loaded for an extended period, a condition known as wet stacking can 
occur within the engine and after treatment system. The result is a reduction of load acceptance 
and total power output. To recover a diesel engine from a wet-stacked condition, it must undergo 
increasing levels of load up to the full rated output until the symptom resides. Our field support 
team is equipped with industrial load banks and can dispatch to your location to service fleets of 
all sizes.

Engine Diagnostics 

Today’s technologically advanced equipment may require 
specialized tools and technicians that can interpret, resolve, 
and clear alarm codes and faults. The costs of diagnostic 
equipment and labor can be quite high. Generac Mobile’s team 
of qualified field service technicians can dispatch to locations 
and provide on-site diagnostics, reducing travel and shipping 
costs along with reducing the total amount of down time.

Service Regeneration 

Interim and Final Tier 4 diesel generators with a DPF after 
treatment have the capability to passively and actively 
regenerate the system to reduce soot and ash levels. However, 
all too often customers find themselves beyond the point of 
no return resulting in service regeneration; required to remove 
a 50% de-rated condition. While taking the unit to an engine 
service dealer is an option, Generac Mobile technicians can 
dispatch to locations and provide on-site assistance. 

SERVICES
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Rely on Generac Mobile for all of your mobile equipment needs. From innovative mobile generators, light 
towers, pumps, heaters and water solutions to maintenance and repair of your equipment to keep your 
fleet optimized and efficient.



Delivery Inspection 

All Generac Mobile equipment is factory tested prior to delivery to the customer. However, there are 
still activities required on-site to get the equipment jobsite ready. This includes assessing the equipment 
condition for shipping damage, filling and verifying fluid levels, deploying the tow hitch, performing initial 
startup and green-tagging the equipment for rental. Trust our factory-trained technicians to provide 
on-site inspection, providing you with an additional level of confidence and peace of mind before 
deploying equipment to the jobsite.

Equipment Refurbishment 

As equipment in your fleet ages, it becomes less efficient and may stop working altogether. Maximize 
your investment by having Generac Mobile technical service experts review your current equipment, 
recommend repairs and upgrades and conduct factory-certified refurbishment to extend the service 
life of your equipment.   

For certain equipment, refurbishment can greatly reduce expenses by extending the life of your existing 
fleet, including:

 Mobile Heaters – Extend the life of your Generac Mobile flameless, indirect and hydronic  
 heaters with inspection and refurbishment.

Service Contracts

No matter the size or location of your mobile equipment, Generac Mobile can work with our servicing 
dealer network to identify a custom solution that will fit your unique needs.

Downline Support

Fleet managers can see large influxes of down equipment during peak rental seasons. Instead of 
leaving assets frozen on the deadline, our team of factory trained support representatives can work 
with customers from the jobsite to the corporate office to get your fleet back up and running. 

TRAINING
Training Level 1: Generac Mobile offers field based level 1 technician training at the customer’s 
location. This training level is required for any level of servicing dealer. Time, date, and location are 
coordinated between the customer and a factory representative.

Training Level 2: While level 1 training is often comprehensive enough for most rental dealers, full 
service dealers may want a more comprehensive dedicated training course. The level 2 training is 
three-day factory course held at the Generac Training Center in Eagle, WI. Courses are scheduled 
throughout the year.



Accessory Kits: Generac Mobile offers a variety of accessory kits, including diffused 
lighting kits for light towers, controller upgrade packages, cold weather kits and more.

Electrical Distribution: Includes insulated cables and wires 2/0 – 4/0 for generators 
with lug or cam-lock connectors, distribution panels including spider-boxes, i-line 
panels and more.

Pump Accessories: Includes pump hoses, couplers, fittings and more.

Heater Accessories: Includes heat ducting, hydronic hoses, fittings and more.

Spare Parts: Know what critical components are needed to service and maintain your 
Generac Mobile equipment. We can customize a recommended spare parts package 
for you based on the size and composition of your fleet. 

PRODUCT ACCESSORIES
Enhance your Generac Mobile equipment with manufacturer-certified accessories.

ACCESSORIES
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Generac Mobile Maintenance Kits, Parts and Accessories
are available through SmartEquip™

TOTAL SUPPORT

Generac Mobile is committed to supporting our customers before, during and after the sale. Our customer and 
technical support staff are only a phone call or e-mail away. We inventory competitively priced service parts and 
maintenance items so they are available when you need them, because downtime is lost time. And Generac Mobile’s 
world-class technical support team is available 24/7/365 should you need assistance.

Generac Mobile’s mission is to develop mobile equipment and solutions that provide an 
unmatched value and customer experience for a safer, brighter, more productive world.




